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The Awards for Excellence is the most prestigious 
night of nights, of the painting and decorating 
industry. It was filled with elegance, a delicious 
premium 3-course menu, laughter, entertainment 
and hypnotism, making it a huge success not only for 
MPA, but also for the industry and all the passionate 
and supportive people involved.

With a capacity crowd, Danny Talbot - MC, got the 
ceremony underway in style.

Master Painters President, Robin Ottowa, kicked off 
the evening by welcoming all guests, and thanking our 
sponsors, judges and everyone involved in making the 
event possible. 

We also heard from Justin Bowtell, representing the  
Master Painters Association and Group Training Company’s 
Platinum Sponsor, Wattyl. 

As the night progressed, finalists were announced and 
showcased on screen, followed by the announcement 
of winners and highly commended across all 33 Award 
categories, which included painting contractors, apprentices 
and host trainers. Winners made their way to the stage to 
receive their prestigious awards, as recognition of their hard 
work, dedication and quality craftsmanship. 

Isaac Lomman – Hypnotist Extraordinaire was on hand to 
entertain the crowd – volunteers where in abundance and 
they put on a great show that had the audience in stitches – 
we only hope Isaac remembered to ‘wipe’ the memories of 
the participants!

The night was definitely a cause for celebration for our 
industry! The wonderful Le Montage catering staff served 
the 5-star dinner and Danny’s continuous banter keep the 
crowd entertained.

Congratulations to all the winners, finalists and highly 
commended achievers for their hard work and contributions 
to our industry. Thank you to our sponsors and judges for 
their efforts, dedication and support, and to our Master 
Painters staff, for their tireless work and effort put into 
hosting such an amazing event of this calibre to celebrate 
the industry. 

A big thank you to all who attended to make the night a 
sensation!

Entries for the 2016 Awards for Excellence are now open so 
get your entries in!!

We look forward to seeing you all there!
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This year’s Awards for Excellence came alive at the 
glamorous Le Montage Lilyfield – an award winning 
venue for our award-winning contractors!
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2015 
Awards for 
Excellence 

Judges
A big thank you 
goes to the 2015  
Judging Panel of:

Matthew Page
Mark Roia
Pat Shields

Feature Story

• 3 Colours Painting Services Pty Ltd
• A Aust John's Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd
• Basecoat Pty Ltd
• Chriman Pty Ltd
• Classic Decor Painting, Decorating & Paperhanging
• Colour Counsel Pty Ltd
• Colour Ways Design
• Colouride Pty Ltd
• Courtney & Wise
• CPR Painting Australia
• D & J Saverino Painting & Decorating
• DNA Design
• Dynamac Pty Ltd
• Easy Trades Australia Pty Ltd
• Fine Touch Pty Ltd
• G & R.A Hill Painting Pty Ltd
• Hallers Master Painters
• Innovation Painting Pty Ltd
• Krete Painting
• Love Paint Pty Ltd
• Meli Studio
• Men in White
• Metro Paint Pty Ltd
• Modern Decor Sydney
• Modern Painting Group Pty Ltd
• Moni Painting and Maintenance Corporation Pty Ltd
• Nick Painter and Decorator
• Omega Industries Pty Ltd
• Portelli Painters and Decorators
• Premier Painting Company
• Pro Asset Painting Maintenance Pty Ltd
• Programmed Property Services
• Recreate Painting & Decorating
• Robertson's Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd
• S D Maintenance Pty Ltd
• Style Create Design
• Summit Coatings P/L
• Talbot's Creative Colours
• That Wallpaper Guy
• Timeframe Group
• Tony Isgroves Paint and Decorate
• Volantes Decorating Service

Finalists

Awards forExcellence 2015
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HIGHLY COMMENDED A wards 
With the standard so high and the scoring so close,  
the Judges awarded Highly Commended Awards in  
the following categories:

 CATEGORY Difficult Access 
  Pro Asset Painting Maintenance Pty Ltd 
 Project Murray Street - Darling Harbour

 CATEGORY Texture Coating Finishes 
  D & J Saverino Painting & Decorating 
 Project Woolworths - Wollongong

 CATEGORY Timber Finishes 
  Summit Coatings P/L 
 Project Barrenjoey Road - Palm Beach

 CATEGORY Wallcoverings 
  Talbot's Creative Colours 
 Project Cranebrook Avenue - Bellevue Hill

 CATEGORY Domestic (Single Dwelling)  
  Repaint Under $30,000 
  Nick Painter & Decorator 
 Project Beach Street - Collaroy

 CATEGORY Heritage and Restoration (Commercial)  
  Over $30,000 
  Talbot's Creative Colours 
 Project Challis Avenue - Potts Point

 CATEGORY Heritage and Restoration (Domestic)  
  Over $30,000 
  Portelli Painters and Decorators 
 Project Lower Fort Street - Dawes Point

 CATEGORY Heritage and Restoration (Domestic)  
  Under $30,000 
  Courtney & Wise 
 Project Northcote Road - Lindfield

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) Repaint Over $100,000 
  3 Colours Painting Services Pty Ltd 
 Project Macleay Street - Potts Point

 CATEGORY Commercial New Work $100,000 - $500,000 
  Programmed Property Services 
 Project University of Wollongong

 CATEGORY Commercial Repaint Under $100,000 
  Colouride Pty Ltd 
 Project Pepper Stadium- Penrith
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Feature Story

Volantes  
Decorating Service   

DOMESTIC 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR

 
The paint finish is nothing  
but perfection to say the  
least. The trimlines are so  
sharp and the uniformity 
is almost "silky". A truly 
outstanding reflection of 
craftsmanship!

Programmed 
Property Services  

COMMERCIAL 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR

 
This was delivered with very 
impressed clients. Careful 
consideration & planning  
went into the Heritage 
approved colour scheme with 
a great all over visual effect. 
Good attention to detail.  
Well done on the preservation 
of such a unique structure. 

Awards forExcellence 2015
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Love Paint Pty Ltd  

REGIONAL DOMESTIC 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR

 
WOW! The trimlines, the 
uniform sheen levels and 
its overall solid appearance 
is outstanding. The satin 
enamel woodwork is so 
silky generating almost a 
"creamy" appearance.  
Well done!

Love Paint Pty Ltd

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR

 
There is a combination 
of new and old building 
elements painted with 
precision, passion and 
vision. Well done!
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Feature Story

THE AWARDS IN Detail

COLOUR DESIGN

Commercial 

DNA Design
Colour Consultants play an integral role 
in bringing everything together from small 
home renovations to major commercial 
projects.

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK OVER $30,000

Portelli Painters 
and Decorators
Castlereagh Residence

This project had it all. From wallcoverings 
that were meticulously applied to clean & 
straight cutting in with a great overall effect.

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK OVER $30,000

Love Paint Pty Ltd
Nelson Place - Gostwyck Park 
Residence

WOW! The trimlines, the uniform sheen 
levels and its overall solid appearance is 
outstanding. The satin enamel woodwork 
is so silky generating almost a "creamy" 
appearance. Well done!

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) NEW 
WORK UNDER $30,000

Hallers Master Painters
Mascot Residence

Very good preparation and straight lines. 
Great workmanship and attention to detail 
in restoring the original front facade of this 
100-year frontage, internal and external 
new work very visually appealing.

COLOUR DESIGN   JOINT WINNER

Residential 

Style Create Design

COLOUR DESIGN   JOINT WINNER

Residential 

Colour Way Designs

Awards forExcellence 2015

This award recognises excellence in the use of colour and design. Their expertise and 
creative flair truly help bring out the best in every project, and these winners are prime 
examples of this.



DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT OVER $100,000

3 Colours Painting 
Services Pty Ltd
Mosman Residence

The sharp contrast of colours 
complimented by the accurate trimlines 
and blemish free surfaces generates an 
outstanding overall effect. Well done!

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 

REPAINT OVER $30,000 

Men in White Painting 
Services Pty Ltd
Bellevue Hill Residence

This project has all round appeal, with great 
choice of colours and particular attention to 
detail with preparation,the finished project 
is of a high standard.

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT OVER $30,000 

Volantes Decorating 
Service
Cremorne Residence

The paint finish is nothing but perfection 
to say the least. The trimlines are so sharp 
and the uniformity is almost "silky". A truly 
outstanding reflection of craftsmanship!!

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $30,000

Courtney & Wise
Lindfield Residence

The exterior paintwork is a pleasure on 
the eyes. Trimming of the heritage colours 
amongst the timber elements generate a 
professional & sharp effect. 

The Awards for Excellence embody the highest standard in trade craftsmanship and 
professionalism as demonstrated by painters & decorators across NSW. We're sure you'll 

agree that the judges had some tough choices to make given the projects below!
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DECORATIVE FINISHES (DOMESTIC) 
OVER $30,000

Chriman Pty Ltd
Warrawee Residence

Impressive workmanship! The trim lines are 
extremely accurate with wonderful brush 
strokes. Beautiful sheen and colour of the 
timber elements.

DOMESTIC (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $30,000

Recreate Painting & 
Decorating
Hunters Hill Residence

The rustic building elements have been 
prepared and coated with care and 
precision, generating a sharp, professional 
and beautiful finish.
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DECORATIVE FINISHES (DOMESTIC) 
OVER $30000

CPR Painting Australia
Newcastle Residence

A 3 colour system was used on this project 
with great overall visual appeal. Great
attention to detail and product choice and 
working well between a variety of surfaces 
suitable for a block so close to the ocean.
Excellent!

DECORATIVE FINISHES (DOMESTIC) 
UNDER $30,000

G & R.A Hill Painting 
Pty Ltd
Bolwarra Residence

Magnificent overall effect in the dining area 
and entry/hallway of this historic house. 
Multiple colours neatly cut in and a high 
level of artistic skill has delivered great 
work.

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(COMMERCIAL) OVER $30,000

Modern Painting Group 
Pty Ltd
East Village Shopping Centre – Zetland

Good overall effect and visually appealing 
work at this shopping centre. Good use of 
liquid iron paint & large sprayed areas in all 
exposed ceiling areas. Amazing!

HERITAGE AND RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) OVER $30,000

Programmed Property 
Services
PLC Sydney – Croydon

This project was undertaken in a professional 
manner, with the clients being suitably impressed.  
Careful consideration & planning went into the 
Heritage approved colour scheme with a great all 
over visual effect and attention to detail.

HERITAGE AND RESTORATION 
(DOMESTIC) OVER $30,000

Volantes Decorating 
Service
Cremorne Residence

The paint finish is nothing but perfection 
to say the least. The trimlines are so sharp 
and the uniformity is almost "silky". A truly 
outstanding reflection of craftsmanship!!

HERITAGE AND RESTORATION 
(DOMESTIC) UNDER $30,000

G & R.A Hill Painting Pty Ltd
Bolwarra Residence

Magnificent overall effect in the dining area 
and entry/hallway of this historic house. 
Multiple colours neatly cut in and a high 
level of artistic skill has delivered great 
work.

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2015



MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) NEW 
WORK OVER $100,000

Krete Painting
Randwick Complex

Good preparation, particularly on entry
doors and frames. The modern use of
colours creating great visual appeal and a 
well finished project.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) NEW 
WORK UNDER $100,000

Programmed Property 
Services
Wollongong Complex

The project 'Pescara' was a delight to see 
and judge. Very high overall effect and 
visual appeal. Nice cutting in and straight 
blemish free surfaces.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) REPAINT 
OVER $100,000

Premier Painting Company
Woolloomooloo Complex

This job was a pleasure to judge. With high 
standards of workmanship delivered and 
great overall effect and surface appeal. The 
good opacity of colours and neat cutting 
in were delivered within a busy part of the 
city with many individual unit owners. Well 
done!

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) REPAINT 
OVER $100,000

Robertson's Painting & 
Decorating Pty Ltd
Newington Complex

This project was a well-managed job that 
required precise colour matching. Good 
use of feature colours & opacity. Project 
delivered ahead of schedule with very 
satisfied Strata and owners.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) REPAINT 
UNDER $500,000

3 Colours Painting 
Services Pty Ltd
Glebe Complex

Good finishes applied giving a modern and 
contemporary street appeal to this complex 
of twin houses with good use of colours 
and visual appeal.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) REPAINT 
UNDER $100,000 

Summit Coatings Pty Ltd
Collaroy Complex

I would like to see this win an award. For 
such an old building I was so impressed 
with the balance of repair, sharpness of 
finish and overall presentation. Fantastic!

The Master Painter Spring 2015  15
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COMMERCIAL NEW WORK 
OVER $500,000

Modern Painting Group 
Pty Ltd
City Road - Darlington 

Good preparation of this project via grinding 
and patching to deliver a nice overall effect 
to this large commercial recently opened 
property.

COMMERCIAL NEW WORK UNDER 
$100,000

Modern Painting Group 
Pty Ltd
East Village Shopping Centre – Zetland

Brilliant overall effect to this commercial 
zone in Zetland. Nice use of finishes  
applied and good technical capability 
to overall project. Excellent!

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL) REPAINT 
UNDER $100,000 

Tony Isgroves Paint 
and Decorate
Double Bay Complex

The attention to detail was second to none 
on this lovely project with care taken to 
work in with strata in accommodating the 
client with removal of security bars and 
other carpentry works in the programme. 
Good cutting in and overall effect. A very 
satisfied client.

COMMERCIAL NEW WORK  
$100,000 - $500,000    JOINT WINNER

Volantes Decorating 
Service 
Dolphin Street – Coogee

Very engaging and interesting to the 
visitor is what was the clients brief to the 
contractor involved in this project. This 
was definitely achieved with well-adapted 
custom mixed products and good use of 
colours. Very well prepared surfaces and 
good cutting in.

COMMERCIAL NEW WORK  
$100,000 - $500,000    JOINT WINNER

Basecoat
Sydney Opera House

Good technical ability was displayed by 
the contractor on this large scale new 
commercial project. Well done on the 
choice of specified products as well 
as clear coatings to seal concrete wall 
surfaces.

COMMERCIAL REPAINT 
OVER $100,000

Love Paint Pty Ltd
Catholic Diocese – Armidale

There is a combination of new and old 
building elements painted with precision, 
passion and vision. Well done!
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DIFFICULT ACCESS

Programmed Property 
Services
Port Kembla

This project was incredibly challenging & 
required a detailed knowledge of project 
management. Access methods included 
cranes, EWPS, suspended scaffold & 
confined space entries. A job well done!!

INDUSTRIAL FINISHES 

3 Colours Painting 
Services Pty Ltd
New South Head Road – Vaucluse

Very visually appealing works carried out to 
the entry of common areas of this complex. 
Smooth and well-prepared metal panels 
with good effort.

INDUSTRIAL FINISHES 

Programmed Property 
Services 
University of NSW – Sydney

A very unique painting project in this 
research Laboratory in UNSW. The metal 
wind tunnels had not been painted for 
nearly 40 years. Great attention to detail 
with good solid paintwork applied to metal 
and internal timber decking.

COMMERCIAL REPAINT 
OVER $500,000

3 Colours Painting 
Services Pty Ltd
Jones Street – Ultimo

Very well prepared surfaces with good 
attention to detail. Even application of a 
difficult to apply Scuffmaster product with 
a short pot life. Client very satisfied with the 
work carried out.

COMMERCIAL REPAINT 
OVER $500,000 

Pro Asset Painting 
Maintenance Pty Ltd
Murray Street - Darling Harbour

A challenging and large-scale project
with a mix of commercial and residential.
High quality finishing’s with a good  level of
overall effect in a prominent area of Darling
Harbour.

COMMERCIAL REPAINT 
UNDER $100,000

Talbot's Creative Colours
Challis Avenue - Potts Point

By choosing simple colours this beautiful 
heritage, building was repainted & restored 
to its former glory. Great attention was 
taken to skimming columns & restoring 
decorative mouldings. 
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TIMBER FINISHES

Modern Decor Sydney
Hewlett Street – Bronte

Well prepared woodwork with nice even 
finishes of Sikkens to interior and exterior 
of this property. A great result.

TIMBER FINISHES

Classic Decor Painting,
Decorating & 
Paperhanging
South Street - Strathfield

Beautiful overall finish to these custom 
made American oak doors. All hand painted 
but the finish was a fantastic finish to these 
doors. Blemish free surfaces & very visually 
appealing to entry of house as well as living 
areas.

WALLCOVERINGS

G & R.A Hill Painting 
Pty Ltd
High Street – Largs

The wallpaper design is of a rustic timber 
board finish, which is applied, in a horizontal 
fashion. A great finished job which has 
created a good atmosphere in this local 
public bar and dining areas.

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2015

CUSTOMER SERVICE

CPR Painting Australia
CPR Painting Australia have in place a 5 
star customer service strategy that has 
resulted in repeat business and exceeded 
customer expectations. Well done!

BEST PRESENTED

Chriman Pty Ltd & 
Metro Paint Pty Ltd
This award recognises the skills and
creativity of the often ‘behind the scenes
staff’. Chriman’s use of a website to present
their entry was a stroke of genius as was
Metro Paints power point production.
Both were deserving winners by thinking 
outside the box.

TEXTURE COATING FINISHES

Modern Painting Group 
Pty Ltd
City Road - Darlington 

Nice even textured finishes applied across
this large commercial property. Great
attention to detail, particularly with grinding
back and patching of surfaces.

Chriman Pty Ltd Metro Paint Pty Ltd
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So, you’ve won an award?

Congratulations! You have 
surely done much to deserve 
the recognition. Hard work and 
dedication to your craft got you 
the award, now it’s time for the 
next step, marketing the fact that 
you won the award.

To profit from being an award winner 
you need to subtly broadcast your 
achievements! There are some simple 
ways to get started showing the world 
what you have accomplished, and 
picking up some new business as a 
result.

1. Use the Award Logo  

The Awards for Excellence – Winner 
Logo – is a seal of approval that you 
are at the top of your profession and 
you should take every opportunity 

to use the logo on all of your 
communication with consumers – 
including quotes, emails, website, 
company vehicles just to name a few . 

2. “Award Winning”

As an award winner, you should be 
incorporating the phrases “award 
winning” & “award winner” at all times 
when talking about your company, this 
can be in emails or on quotes and in 
general conversation with clients.

3. Use your Office as a Showcase

Putting the trophy in your main office 
where employees can see it is a 
good way to show thanks for a job 
well done. Place the award in a place 
where customers are able to see it. 

4. Website

Highlight your achievement on your 

company website – put the logo and 
pictures of the property that won the 
award prominently on the home page 
and in the awards section if you have 
one. Make sure it is highly visible and 
if possible add a testimonial from the 
client – we are sure they are chuffed 
that their property was a winner! 

These are just a few suggestions 
on how to communicate your 
accomplishment to clients and 
prospective clients. We are sure you 
also have your own ideas about how to 
promote yourself as an award winner 
– we would love to see how you have 
incorporated your award into your 
marketing campaigns.

How to Promote

your Win! 



MASTER PAINTERS RECOGNITION AWARD

Trent Jackson - Top Right
Trained by Thomas Moore - Stroke of Genius Painting & Decorating

Caroline Stoebner - Bottom Right 
trained by Rob & Renato - Robert Gordon Painting & Ellis Lane Painting

Johnathan Pitronaci - Left 
Trained by John Volante – Volantes Decorating Service

Trent, Caroline & Johnathan have shown throughout their with apprenticeships, 
great dedication to their work and studies. They are well regarded by their 
peers and Host Trainers. Master Painters have great respect for these 
3 apprentices and know that they are on their way to excellent careers. 
Congratulations Trent, Caroline & Johnathan.

MASTER PAINTERS Apprentice of the Year Awards
Apprentices are nominated by their Host Trainers who also complete a scorecard on their 
performance. MPGTC than request scores from the apprentices TAFE teachers and then the 
nominated apprentices completes a work and industry quiz to determine who the finalists 
and winners are. This year we have seen a large increase in the number of apprentices 
nominated by their Host Trainers, the calibre of MPGTC’s Apprentices is something 
MPGTC are very proud of and we are looking forward to their continued success!

APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
 
Nathan MacKinnon
Trained by John McCann

On asking Nathan to comment on his win 
he said – “I am extremely grateful to be 
awarded this prestigious prize. It has been 
an honour to work with MPGTC and to 
be nominated and win has given me an 
important wave of confidence that I shall 
continue to ride as I further my career.”

PRESIDENTS CUP

Peter Scott
Trained by Andrew MacPherson 
APC NSW Pty Ltd

“The experience of being at the Master 
Painters awards night was an achievement 
in my own eyes but to receive not only the 
Apprentice of the Year – 3rd Year as well 
as President’s Cup – was outstanding. The 
feeling when my name was called out was a 
once in a lifetime moment that I will cherish 
and remember for the rest of my career. It 
also brings a lot of confidence to me that 
will hopefully show in my developing work 
ethic. The night was a big success for me 
and for MPA & MPGTC who put on an 
incredible awards ceremony.” 

WATTYL VALSPAR  
HOST TRAINER OF THE YEAR

Chris Russell
Paint Ain’t Paint

Chris was one of the first Host Employers 
to Host apprentices with MPGTC back 
in 1994!
On winning his award Chris commented 
– without apprentices I would never 
have received this award. They are the 
backbone of my business. Over the past 
20 years of seeing the success of 7 to 
8 apprentices coming through and now 
having their own successful businesses, 
as well as lifelong friends, that is gratitude 
enough for me!

20
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Finalists

FINALISTS

OUTSTANDING 1ST YEAR APPRENTICE

Annabel Lo
Trained by Darrel – 
Redbelly Textures Pty Ltd

“This was my first big 
achievement; it was  
such a shock to me.  
I was so happy. Having  
lots of support from my 
parents, MPGTC and 
my Host has made this 
achievement possible. I 
would not have been able  
to achieve it without them.”

OUTSTANDING 2ND YEAR APPRENTICE

Nathan Chalker 
Trained by  
Warwick Hull-Moody 
That’s The Finish

“Winning the award 
was great because it’s 
something that will be 
very helpful in building a 
reputation for myself in 
the P & D Industry. I feel 
very privileged”.

OUTSTANDING 3RD YEAR APPRENTICE

Peter Scott
Trained by Andrew 
MacPherson – APC 
NSW Pty Ltd.

Peter is a very keen 
apprentice, he is willing to 
accept tasks, challenges, 
and produces a high 
standard of work at all 
times. He will make an 
exceptional tradesman, 
well done on your  
award Peter.

OUTSTANDING 4TH YEAR APPRENTICE

Nathan MacKinnon
Trained by  
John McCann

Nathan is well respected 
by his host trainer John 
McCann who believes 
that Nathan is an excellent 
apprentice and a pleasure 
to work with. Nathan is a 
hard worker and a high 
achieving student that is 
well presented and works 
to the best of his abilities.

OUTSTANDING NEW APPRENTICE

Benjamin 
Doganer
Trained by Stan – 
Extra Care Painting

“Happy to be a part 
of MPGTC – there are 
many opportunities and 
a great deal of support 
from the team.”

OUTSTANDING NEW APPRENTICE

Simon Phillips 
Trained by Mango – 
Chriman Pty Ltd

“To have been 
nominated at the awards 
night and to have won 
an award for outstanding 
apprentice is such a 
great feeling and it 
has motivated me to 
continue working hard 
and be nominated again 
for another award.”

AwardsHIGHLY COMMENDED

With the standard so high and the scoring so close, the Judges awarded Highly Commended 
Awards in the following categories:

New Apprentice Scott Marsh Trained by Rudi Vanderent – Rudi’s Painting

1st Year Apprentice Jordan Scully     Trained by  Adam & Gavin – Humble Painting & Gavin Oldfield Painting

2nd Year Apprentice Justin Thurlow  Trained by Richard Hall – Vitesse Painting

3rd Year Apprentice Franco Rocca  Trained by Karl Underwood – R & K Underwood Pty Ltd

4th Year Apprentice Joshua Henrikson  Trained by Chris Russell – Paint Ain’t Paint

New Apprentice
Scott Marsh 
Trained by Rudi Vanderent 

Simon Phillips 
Trained by Mango Kreljak

Benjamin Doganer 
Trained by Stan Jarocki

1st Year
Caroline Stoebner 
Trained by Robert Gordon 
& Renato De Lucia

Lucas San Jose 
Trained by Jason Dunscombe

Annabel Lo 
Trained by Darrel Kelly

1st Year
Resid Subasic 
Trained by Bobby Miljic

Matthew Seymour 
Trained by Richard Rossetto

Dean Gilbert 
Trained by Warwick Hull-Moody

Reece O’Sullivan 
Trained by Luke O’Sullivan

Jordan Scully 
Trained by Adam Humble 
& Gavin Oldfield

Luka Nikolic 
Trained by Chris Russell

2nd Year
Nathan Chalker 
Trained by Warwick Hull-Moody

Johnathan Pitronaci 
Trained by John Volante

Zachary Gobbo 
Trained by John Gadaleta

Mathew Vella 
Trained by Robert Gordon

Justin Thurlow 
Trained by Richard Hall

3rd Year
Peter Scott 
Trained by Andrew MacPherson
Luke Oliverio 
Trained by Robert Gordon

Reece Barrett 
Trained by David Agius

Joshua Gow 
Trained by Adam Fentiman

Anthony Leary 
Trained by Richard Rossetto

Franco Rocca 
Trained by Karl Underwood

Trent Jackson 
Trained by Thomas Moore

4th Year
Jayden Wright
Trained by Robert Gordon

Thomas Fleming 
Trained by Andrew Yarroll

Joshua Henrikson 
Trained by Chris Russell

Nathan MacKinnon 
Trained by John McCann

Jonathan Maniatis 
Trained by Nicolas Pascoli

Mitchell Preston 
Trained by John Gadaleta




